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Call for applications for Visitors  

to the Cambridge Centre for Animal Rights Law 
  
 
 
 
The Cambridge Centre for Animal Rights Law invites applications for Visitors (researchers or 
practitioners) to the Centre for a 4–8 week research visit during Cambridge University Lent 
Term (14 January – 13 March 2020).  
 
Applicants must either have a PhD or be in the course of completing a PhD, or an equivalent 
professional qualification. Visitors will be expected to make a contribution to the Centre’s 
events during the visit, delivering at least two talks and submitting at least one paper for 
publication. 
  
Applications for the Visitors programme should be sent to Dr Sean Butler by e-mail 
at scb46@cam.ac.uk. The deadline for applications is 1st October 2019. Applicants should 
send a curriculum vitae, the names and contact details of two referees, and a 1–2 page 
description of a research project on some aspect of animal rights law which they intend to work 
on whilst at the Centre. Our Centre is dedicated to the study and promotion of fundamental 
rights for nonhuman animals. This means that we are primarily interested in research proposals 
that explore what a change in animals’ legal status quo would look like (this may include, but 
is not limited to, explorations of whether animals would cease to be property, whether and 
which type of legal personhood they would have, which fundamental rights they might possess 
(and why), or whether they should be given other protections, such as protections of their 
dignity) and how such change could be achieved. We are therefore less interested in proposals 
that focus on the current welfare regime that governs animals. 
 
Funding is available up to £2,000 to reimburse the costs of accommodation and travel. 
 
Potential applicants are encouraged to discuss the Visitors programme with Executive Director 
Dr Raffael Fasel by e-mail at rnf22@cam.ac.uk. 
  
For more information about the Cambridge Centre for Animal Rights Law, please visit 
www.animalrightslaw.org.  
 


